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FOR
10 YEARS

YOU
HAVE BEEN
WATCHING

THE
TUBE

Feb,  2005
Founded  by  ex-PayPal  employees  
Chad  Hurley,  Steve  Chen  and 
Jawed  Karim
Believed  to  have  originated  as  a  
video version  of  HOT or NOT. com
 ( a  dating  site  that  encourages  users  
to  rate, on  a  scale  of  1  to 10,  the 
attractiveness  of  potential  mates ) 

Feb 14, 2005
www. youtube. com  activated

April,  2005
First  video  titled  'Me  at  the  zoo'  that 
shows  co-founder  Jawed  Karim 
at  the  San  Diego  Zoo  uploaded

Dec,  2005
8  million  video  views  per  day

July,  2006
100  million  video  views  per day

Oct,  2006
Acquired  by  Google 
for  US$1.65  billion

June,  2007
Mobile  site  launched

July,  2009
First  3D  video  uploaded

Dec,  2010
Skippable  ads  launched

2014
US$4  billion  in  revenue   recorded 
( 6%  of  Google's  overall sales;
US$1.13  billion  from  ads )
‘Roughly  break-even’  bottom  line

Nov,  2014
Music  Key,  a  subscription
music  streaming  service, launched

Zoella
( Beauty  vlogger, 
7.97m  subscribers )  

PointlessBlog
( Lifestyle  vlogger, 
4.02m  subscribers )

CharlisCraftyKitchen
( Food channel,
335,886  subscribers )

We are Wah! Banana 
( Entertainment  channel,
510, 834  subscribers )

clicknetwork
( Entertainment  channel,
313, 214  subscribers )

The Xiaxue
( Lifestyle  vlogger, 
185,  275  subscribers )

Over users

of  video
uploaded

every  minute

4 billion  video  views  per  day

1 billion

views 
are  on 
mobile 
devices

50% 

LOCALISED  IN  75  COUNTRIES

MOST  WATCHED 
VIDEO

TIMELINE

in  Alexa's  list  of 
most  popular
websites (after  Google 
and  Facebook ) 

COUNTRIES  THAT  HAVE  BLOCKED 
YOUTUBE AT  SOME  POINT
Brazil,  Turkey,  Germany,  Libya,  Thailand,
Turkmenistan,  China,  North Korea,
Iran,  and  Pakistan.

of  videos  are
music  videos

Movie
trailers,
cute
animal
videos
and
others

 

AS  you  pore  over  this  infographic - assuming  
it  takes  a  whole  minute  -  over  300  hours 

( that’s 12.5  days )  of video  would  have  just  
been  uploaded onto  YouTube.  The  

video-sharing   platform,  which  began  as  a  
startup whose  early  headquarters  were  
located  above  a  pizzeria  and  Japanese 

restaurant  in  Silicon  Valley,  is  now  ten  years  
old,  a  youthful  age  that  may surprise  many  

given  its  achievements. Today,  it  is  known  as  
the  voice  of  the people,  uncovering  talent   

that  was  once  unknown  and  allowing 
independent  content  creators  to  build 

followings.
By  Jacquelyn  Cheok  &  Simon  Ang 
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Gangnam 
Style  by  Psy 
2.3 b views

Baby  by
Justin  Bieber

1.16 b
Dark Horse
by  Katy  Perry 
 918 m3rd

30

0 hours
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